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Well done to Tyler and Harley for being excellent team players in morning sport this week!

Well done Andrew for displaying good manners in the Dinner Hall.
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Well done David for this excellent independent work!

Miss V’s Karaoke Club
I heard karaoke club was amazing, I am slightly jealous I wasn’t there… Mrs McGlynn 💕 
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Daley Kindness
Well done to LJ, Harley and Josh who were very kind and donated Pokémon cards from their own collections for our lunch time bingo! 

You are all invited to Hot Chocolate Friday!! 

Jacob has been improving his oracy skills in maths
Many of us �nd it hard to say how we work maths out in our head. Jacob has done a great job this week of developing this skill and explaining
his methods for doing mental maths.
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Caiden is making amazing progress in his reading
Caiden was reading at the top of his ZPD level and constantly getting 100%, so he retook the Star Reading test and has made massive progress!
Well done Caiden - your effort is paying off!

Curie had to buy one week’s worth of shopping for under £30
Will managed to get all of the ingredients for a week’s worth of meals for £22.90 and then was able to spend some money on treats.
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Taylor has been making massive progress in his maths.
He has been working really hard on column addition and getting the lines in the right place. We are all so proud of the effort he is making.

Brilliant reading in the library from Kieran, Lilly, Freddy and Lewis in Watson. They have made
phenomenal progress since the beginning of the term.

Fantastic work on expanded noun phrases from Freddy in Watson
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Brilliant work from Yasin in English this week exploring expanded noun phrases and using them in
sentences

Reading
Sam is exploring new books!
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Reading
Tommy is doing great with his book. He has already lined up his next read. 

Fantastic work from Mason in maths looking at comparing and ordering numbers
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Wonderful work from Leo in Watson solving algebraic expressions Anderson - Reading
Well done Jack, Drew and Shaye!
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Libby's awesome Gothic artwork! Anderson - English
Well done Anderson, some amazing Gothic adjectives and similes. Louis, Jack and Aiyana in particular
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It was an absolute pleasure to teach Daley art today 🤩 

Great work
Jayden W, Liam and Joe completed excellent maths work in their lessons this week. Well done!
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Anderson’s GCSE Art
Everyone made good progress during art today 🤩 

STEM SOCIALS
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Parks - History

This week the class did some research on women who made signi�cant contributions in the First World War. Great work from Fin, Paige and
Seb.
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Parks - Science
This week we looked at the different food groups and the importance of a balanced diet. Good work from Seb, Paige and Finley.

Leo's amazing snow scene which he built in computer science

Leo Snow scene
0:17 video
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Parks - ASDAN
This week the class made chicken curry as part of their course. Fantastic effort from all the pupils.
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Curie made cup cakes

We loved having Max join us for his �rst BTec lesson. Well done for showing such ambition Max - we’re looking forward to you joining us for
this!
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In Watson, we were looking at creating patterns, inspired by Lisa Congdon. This is an example of
Lilly’s wonderful work.

Fantastic Turing!
Well done to Turing for another fantastic art lesson. Today we experimented with coloured inks 

Thanks to Miss V and Caleb for finding Carl in the art room! Happy world animal day - he is safe
and happy
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Sam made his favourite breakfast ‘eggy bread’ and said it was the best thing he has ever tasted You need to be here every day to achieve !
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You should be in every day. If you feel unwell come in and we can always send you home. No days off for headaches, colds or sore throats.  
 

Banksy
Banksy pupils working towards their NICAS climbing award.

Lloyd has made this complicated origami parrot!
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PSHE
Tranmere programme competition - great work from pupils from Turing

PSHE
Tranmere programme competition - great work from pupils from Turing
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